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Section A: Statistics

Amir is investigating daily mean windspeed using the large data set. He catagorises the

available data from an overseas location in 2015 according to the Beauforl scale.

The Beaufort scale assigns a number between 0 and l2 to each windspeed, where 0 represents

calm winds and 12 represents hurricanes.

Amir believes that the random variable VIl, representing the daily mean windspeed on the

Beaufort scale, can be modelled using a discrete uniform distribution.

(a) Write down the probability distribution of W.

(b) Using the model, find P(2 <W <7)"

(2)

(1)

The table'above shows Amir's catagorisation of the data from his overseas location according

to the Beaufort scale.

Beaufort
number 0 2 -) 4 5 6 >7

Windspeed
(knots)

<l 1-3 +-6 7-1Q I l-t6 t]-21 aa a-7 >28

Frequency 0 0 63 84 J/ 0 0 0

(c) Comment on the suitability of Amir's model in the light of this information. (1)

Amir also collects information about the daily mean temperature, / oC, for this same region. He

finds that T =15.2.

(d) Using your knowledge of the large data set, suggest, giving reasons, the location that gave

rise to these data.

V.J = v.t
t
ti
.l-t3
t
t3

Rfu
"1 13

J*
ta,
t
,3
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Question I continued
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The number of atoms in a radioactive substance, n, is measured at various times, / minutes,
after the start of an experiment" The table below shows the data collected.

Time (/) I J 4 6 l0

Atorns (n) 320 160 100 63 t3

log(n) 2.s\ l-.e0 L"w I"5t$ t '-. .r

The data are coded according to the change of variables x = t and.) = log(n).

(a) Complete the table above.

Give all your values to two decimal places.

(b) (i) state what is measured by the product moment correlation coefficient.

(ii) Calculate the product moment correlation coefficient for the coded data.

(1)

(l)

(l)

(c) With reference to paff (b), explain why an exponential model is a good fit for these data. (l)

The equation of the regression line for ) on.{ is y = -9. l|Zx + 2.656.

(d) Express n in terms of r. Give your answer in the form rz - pq',where the constants p and 4
should be determined to three significant figures. (3)

, \,'rb j(iJ Wh+ti.rq-i t\gl- !r q l-:n*9"*

t*tg.s s1".-r'**?- ..^t c 'nio.te.* f*: *s"qa*lzq-1*t

-€ a.+L3
+r.r tf:rS i -r ,+ lss. (n \ ,*r *1 g*L*,

..J

rq *S.S,.i:,-.. C*lq-

f ,sr \s:XJr\$."\ SLr" eqr-\ "Z- vce.r "ot=\ e-:

qAr.ar^SL b' u Ll.-ql.1 ,.'-.qdr q.tu*E-f e:{/\
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Question 2 continued
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Chris is a teacher at a school wants to investigate the amount of time spent, in minutes, by

students on their homework.

One morning, Chris stands at the school gates and asks a sample of 45 of the students how

long they spent doing homework the previous evening.

(a) State the sampling technique used by Chris.

Chris summarises his data in a grouped frequency table and represents it on the histogram

Figure 1 below.

(1)

ln

O.
trequen

density

ct. f,

C). es

JC. S
30 60 90 120

r *",p"1L1:,;:,1.*"*",0

Figure I

(b) Find an estimate for the mean of Chris's data.

Chris also calculates the quartiles of his data as

(3)

O.=38 Q'= 56 0.=88

Susan is a teacher at another school. She also collects data on the time spent doing homework

through a survey given to all 1100 students at her school.

The box-plot in Figure 2 on Page 7 shows her data.

lll I ilil]fl [ilt ilil ilIlt il ililt il[ ltl
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(c) Explain why it is better to use the median and interquartile range to compare Chris and

Susan's data as opposed to the mean and standard deviation. (l)

(d) Suggest, giving suitable reasons, whether students spend more time doing homervork at

Chris'school or Susan's school.

(e) State one limitation when comparing Chris and Susan's data.

(2)

(1)

-.- \ r^z !- .l / -\ r .*%+_ ^ \i " P P:=:EFr !"i-€L__l__*f- c::nv=ri'*ta4ii+ j s:qr f{ ! :*
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Question 3 continued
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4 Entry to a certain university is determined by a national test. The test is sat and the scores on

this test are normally distributed with a mean trt and standard deviation o.

The probability that a randomly selected student scores at least 50 marks in the test is 0.804.

About 1l7o ofstudents score less than 40 marks. 1l - C' - '$c'l-*.'
::-G ' t a6

(a) Find the mean and standard deviation of the test. (4)

To be admitted into the university, a student must score better than at leastT\Vo of the students

that took the test.

Adam took the test and scored 102 marks.

(b) WillAdam be admitted inro the university? (2)

In another test, the marks obtained by students fuI last year were normally distributed with a
mean of 160 and standard deviation of 50.

A random sample of l2 students who took the test this year is selected. The mean mark scored

by these students was 140.

(c) Stating your hypotheses clearly and using a 57o level of significance, test whether or not the

mean mark obtained by students this year has reduced. (S)

tJsi*. c*.-s'bri r-.'iJ-L LCa'r

=-c].PSx-1q (;j

fi (-2. d- \r-t-s j .];* L.{..(-. "* lp *1_z*Lr6s(p
{5*' '- -_ ---+- '*

.---.*1
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#fF+= c:''r \* -c;*!i {}*!3{
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----:={... 

.......f 
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I
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\-J
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Question 4 continued
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5 The results of a survey show that at a college ,29Vo of students own a bike.

A sample of 8 students from the college is taken.

The random variable X represents the number of students in the sample that own a bike.

(a) Define a suitable distribution for the random variable X. (1)

(b) Find P(x> 4). (1)

Another sample of n students from the college is taken. The probability that at least one of the

students owns a bike is greater than 0.976.

(c) Find the least possible value of n"

At another large coliege, the probability that a student owns a bike is 482o.

A sample of 200 students at the college is taken.

(d) Giving a justification for your choice, use a suitable approximation to estimate the

probability that fewer than 88 students own a bike.

(3)

(4)

A-1.ar,

&
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Question 5 continued
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6 Given that

P(A) = g'37,

find

(a) P(A n B)

(b) P(,4'l B')

The event C has P(C) = 0.2.

P(B) = 9.63 and P(Au B)=0.77

(1)

(2)

The events A and C are independent events and the events B and C are mutually exclusive.

(c) Find P(A) C). (1)

(d) Draw a Venn diagram to illustrate the events A, B and C and the probabilities for each

region.

(e) Find r(a I In u c]').

(4)

(2)

p ?(a An
__-:- p(anf)= p(A)r P(B) - ? (a,.rrs1

€- o' j-l + a.63 cJ.J"1
= o.2-3

0<> . lLr bo . 23 +- ,-io.{r 5
:. *-- (3 6Zr 6

3-7
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Question 6 continued
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Section B: Mechanics

Unless otherwise indicated, whenever a numerical value of g is required, take g = 9.8 m s-2

and give your answer to either 2 significant frgures or 3 significant figures.

7 [In this question, i and j are perpendicular unit vectors.]

Four forces F 
1, 

F z,{ and F oact" on a particle P with mass 2 kg, where, in Newtons,

Fr=i+2j

F, = *3(i -i)
F.=4i-j
Fr=ai+hj

and a and b are scalar constants.

Given that initially the particle does not move,

(a) find the values of a and b.

The fourth force Fo is now removed.

(b) Find the magnitude of the acceleration of the particle.

(3)

(4)

^4'= 2*
I

lll r ilil]il [ilt ilil ilIil il ililt ilil l|l
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A particle P moves on the r-axis.

The displacement of the particle, r' m, from a flxed origin o at time r s is given by

s=af +bt2+ct+d- t>0
where a, b, c and d are constants.

At time / = 0, the particle is at the origin with velocity 5 m s-r.

The initial acceleration of the particle is 4 m s-2.

(a) Show that d = 0 and find the values af b and c"

The panicle attains its maximum velocity at time I = 2.

(b) Find the value of c.

(c) Find the time(s) at which the particle is at rest.

(4)

(2)

/t\

<>.{} -r htto c--b *.-c1.

Ljr.ro, fir +! b i?, s + ?
:-* C} + C" +*(} +*

[rr/*..
I r'.rt=^qt- clt-t\q\ ( 2:-

-(a €- 4i eb *r 'Z-)...t

-!*-Cr cr: +.. rr,ag*"*

t'
',/v\d$ V 4-l*"q'"

: NZ-* +*
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Question 8 continued
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Figure 3

Two masses A and B are hung from another and are connected by a light inextensible string, as

shown in Figure 3 above. The mass of A is 4 kg and the mass of B is 6 kg. The upper string is

then puiled upwards so that the system accelerates uplvards at 3 m s*2.

Find the tension in the upper string and the tension in the lower string. (4)

1-\.Uve.'a'.: -S-^.stu*.

c*)
2*3
('.^p p *l

_ . _- -Jf:_ + _rF*(r .- .._
-i: '1 / q\ \J { I!u a l9:E\i_ \ _:*l::{9{

tq ry T nT, *-la :Tz- :: lLB
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l0 A child of mass 20 kg is sitting in a light sledge on a hill that is inclined at o. to the horizontal.
His brother is trying to pull the sledge up the hill using a rope that is parailel to the slope of
the hill. When the tension in the rope is lOOcos(a), the sledge is on the point of moving up the

slope. The coefficient of friction between the hill and the sledge is 0"3.

The child in the sledge is modelled as a particle, the hill is modelled a rough horizontal plane

and the rope is modelled as a light inextensible string.

(a) Draw a diagram to illustrate this problem, showing all the forces acting on the sledge. (2)

(b) Find a (7)

{}.31e] (i(3,s &a
/1

2P3

rr'otro^. r
.S"*L f= * c'" 3P- fr'* q3"3#*

3']&

(:) "a [ (] r] qslr, ,& * r3 " K f(- * 2-(J** S\-1 nL

i! "1 6 :,t'n
tjln .rfu ":

L-u.J ra q,6
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0.08 m IAt
'.-,' i +

-T*" c ??-r.J

".4
.>< h-t ol, - I

<,*--+.i---__-.q1' --!=..a_--. \l{" 
.

-, z- -- Figure 4 J5 -=:-

A uniform rod AB of mass 3 kg is freely hinged at A to a vertical wall. The beam is held in
equilibrium by a rope that is attached to a point C on the beam, r,vhere AC = A.12 m, as shown
in Figure 4.The rope is attached to the point D on the wall vertically above A, where
AD - 0.08 m.

The beam is modelled as a uniform rod and the rope as a light inextensible string. The tension
in the rope is 72 N.

(a) Find the length of AB.

(b) Find the magnitude of the resultant reaction of the hinge on the beam at A.

(s)

(s)

-S\.". e =-

c*s S .5-

fr fi-= Ci -O& <:.rlse-

Y c'-s6<.s'(+
-:..- : ..*t1

{+&

-2- c-
A6=cj-:33

6<{ {+- >* 
.=?

f. <}'c}64
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Question ll continued
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Figure 5

A ball is projected from a point A on the edge of a cliff at U ms-r. The point A is at a height of
20 m above the ground, as shown in Figure 5. The angle of projection of the stone is g,

1

where tan9 :: The maximum height reached by the ball above the ground is 24 m.
4 

a --- ---- -J -'--

(a) Find U.

At the instant the ball hits the ground, the magnitude of its velocity is v m s-r.

(b) Find V. (s)

One second after the ball is projected from the cliff, a dog standing on the ground starts

to run in an attempt to catch the ball.

The height of the dog should be modelled as negligible.

(c) Calculate the minimum speed the dog must run to catch the ball at the instant it hits the

GI3S
S' '-t €+ -:' ;:*-***----+-------

(3)

L\ 3r--r €]
."L*

L^ *- ?.'*..:
'-/ /-.L} (3*-Z>---r'Ex*-***-t:*-

*l &-'+'

?_
2* Y-1

t -f- ':J
tq-'X rtlS 3 =t*

s*l
\L-A --
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